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Transcription Conventions and Diacritics 
 

There a series of conventions that phoneticians usually follow when they do phonetic 
transcriptions. Among them are the following: 

 
1. Phonemes are put between two slant bars (or slashes or diagonals) / /; hence, phonemic 

transcription is also represented between slant bars. E.g., /U/, /D/, method /"meT´d/, It’s late 
/"Its \ leit/. 

 
2. Allophones are put between two square brackets [ ]; hence, allophonic transcription is also 

represented between square brackets. E.g., [pÓ], [:], Dad [d9œÚd9], I’m eating ["aIm \ i…|IN]. 
 
3. If a word starts with a capital letter, the capital letter is not used in the transcription.1 E.g., 

Anthony ["œnt´ni], Monday ["mønÆdeI], England ["INgl´nd9]. 
 
4. The stress mark is always placed before the syllable that has stress. If a word begins with an 

‘s’, we put the stress mark before the ‘s’. E.g., castle  ["kœs:̀], apology [´"pÓAl´dZi], structure 
["strøktS´r], expose [Ik"spoUz9]. 

 
5. When doing transcriptions, you MUST WRITE the International Phonetic Alphabet symbols 

EXACTLY as the teacher instructs you. 
 
 

Diacritics 
 

Diacritics (or diacritic marks) are indicators of the minor changes in the pronunciation of 
some sounds in certain word positions or in connected speech. Diacritics are extra marks used 
together with phonetic symbols in order to represent the actual pronunciation of phonemes (i.e., 
allophones) or represent particular pronunciations (or accents) in a given language. Many of these 
changes are made automatically by native English speakers; however, nonnative speakers must 
learn to make them consciously. Among the most common diacritic marks used in phonetic 
transcription are the following: 

 
[  9] or [  (]: A little circle under or over a phonetic symbol indicates that the sound which it 

represents is partially devoiced, i.e., is made with partial vibration of the vocal cords. 
E.g., [b9, v9, D9, z9, l9, g(, Z(] as in Bob [b9ÅÚb9], dog [d9ÅÚg(]. 

 
[ â ]: A raised little angle indicates that the plosive consonant is unreleased. E.g. stop [stApâ] 

                                         
1 In phonetic transcription, capital letters usually represent archiphonemes or may stand for sounds different from the 

ones represented by the letters. E.g., /N/ stands for the nasal archiphoneme (or nasal neutralization) in Spanish. 
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[Ó]: A raised little ‘h’ after a phonetic symbol indicates that the sound which it represents is 

strongly aspirated, i.e., pronounced with an extra puff of air. E.g., [pÓ, tÓ, kÓ] as in 
Peter ["pÓi…|´r], table ["tÓeIb:`], cooker ["kÓUk´r]. 

 
[(]: A raised little ‘(‘ after a phonetic symbols indicates that the sound which it represents is 

weakly aspirated. E.g., [p(, t(, k(] as in stop [stÅp(], seeking ["si…k(IN]. 
 
[  `]: A little vertical line under a phonetic symbol indicates that the sound which it represents is a 

syllabic consonant; i.e., it is a consonant that can function as a syllable by itself. E.g., 
battle ["b9œt:]̀ or ["b9œ|:̀], listen ["lIsǹ], I can go ["aI kǸ \ goU], better ["b9et®`] or ["b9e|®̀]. 

 
[  ‚ ]: A wavy line across an ‘l’ (a lateral sound) indicates that the sound which it represents is 

velar or dark; i.e., it is pronounced with the back of the tongue raised toward the soft 
palate. E.g., ‘l’ in the following words call [kÓÅ:], bullpen ["b9U:ÆpÓen]. 

 
[ " ]: A raised little vertical line before a syllable or monosyllabic word indicates that that syllable 

or word has the primary stress when said in isolation. E.g., determine [d9I"tÓ‰…rm´n], 
apple ["œp:̀]. In connected speech (i.e., in phrases and sentences), this same diacritic 
mark before a syllable or word indicates that that syllable or word has a secondary 
stress. E.g., The students wanted to leave [D9́  • "stu…dn`ts "wAntId9}t´ \ li…v]. 

 
[ Æ ]: A lowered little vertical line before a syllable or monosyllabic word indicates that that 

syllable or word has the secondary stress when said in isolation. E.g., examination 
[IgÆzœm´"neISǹ], possibility [ÆpÓAs´"bIl´ti]. In connected speech, this same diacritic 
mark before a syllable or word indicates that that syllable or word has a secondary 
stress.2 E.g., I saw Pat only two minutes [aI "sÅ "pÓœt} f´r • "oUnlI \ tÓu… ÆmInIts]. What are 
you looking for ["wø| • ´r j´ \ lUkIN ÆfO…r]? 

 
[  •  ]: An upward facing parenthesis between two words indicates those words must be linked up 

or pronounced together. This diacritic mark is also known as liaison. E.g., This is an 
easy subject ["D9Is • Iz • ´n • "i…zI \ søbdZekt]. 

 
[ … ]: This diacritic mark after a phonetic symbol indicates that the sound which it represents is a 

long sound. In English, this diacritic is used to represent long vowels, namely, 
[a…, i…, ‰…, O…, u…]. 

 
[ Ú ]: This diacritic mark after a vowel symbol indicates that the vowel is a lengthened short 

vowel3 ([œÚ, eÚ, ÅÚ, øÚ, UÚ]) or a shortened long vowel4 ([iÚ, AÚ, ‰Ú, OÚ, uÚ]). 
 

                                         
2 This stress mark usually appears after words with the primary stress in statements and some WH-questions. 
3 Short vowels are usually lengthened in syllables closed by voiced consonants, as in mud [møÚd9]. 
4 Long vowels are usually shortened in syllables closed by voiceless consonants, as in feet [fiÚt]. 
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[  )]: A wavy line (or tilde) over a vowel symbol indicates that the sound is a nasalized vowel; i.e., 
produced with the soft palate lowered. E.g., man [mœ)n], can´t [kÓœ)nt]. 

 
[ \ ]: A downward slanted little bar before a syllable or monosyllabic word (usually the tonic 

syllable5 of a sentence or intonation group6) represents a falling tone (or fall tone). It 
indicates that the pitch of the voice begins high and then goes down on that syllable or 
monosyllabic word. In English, this tone is typical of statements (i.e., affirmative and 
negative sentences) and information questions (i.e., questions that begin with a 
question word: what, where, how, etc.). E.g., A: What do you teach? 
["wAt} d9U jU \tÓi…tS]. B: I teach English [aI "tÓi…tS≈\INglIS]. 

 
[ \ ]: An upward slanted little bar before a syllable or monosyllabic word (usually the tonic 

syllable of a sentence or intonation group) represents a rising tone (or rise tone). It 
indicates that the pitch of the voice begins low and then goes up on that syllable or 
monosyllabic word. In English, this tone is typical of yes/no questions. E.g., Have you 
seen ‘Harry Potter’ yet? ["hœv≈jU "si…n "hœrI "pA|´r \jet]. 

 
[ ^ ]: This upward pointing wedge symbol represents a rise-fall tone. When it appears before a 

syllable or monosyllabic word, it indicates that the pitch of the voice first goes up and 
immediately then goes down on that syllable or monosyllabic word. This tone 
generally shows surprise, excitement, and the like. E.g., I passed phonetics! 
[aI ^pÓœst} f´Æne|Iks]. 

 
[ v ]: This downward pointing wedge symbol represents a fall-rise tone. When it appears before a 

syllable or monosyllabic word, it indicates that the pitch of the voice first goes down 
and immediately then goes up on that syllable or monosyllabic word. This tone shows 
doubt, disbelief, doubt, etc. E.g., You passed? [jU vpÓœst] (But you told me that you 
hadn’t studied for the final test). 

                                         
5 The tonic syllable is the syllable that has the primary sentence stress; i.e, it is the syllable (usually at the end of a 

sentence) that is heard loudest in a sentence or tone group. For example, in the following sentence, the word ‘here’ 
is the tonic syllable: John works \here. 

6 An intonation group is a group of words which form a meaning syntactic unit and over which a particular pitch 
pattern extends. For example, each of the underlined sentences of following compound sentence is a tone group: 
John studies English, ≤ but Mary studies biology. 


